NCRC Community News & Announcements

NCRC Outdoor Sculpture Tour

*An Exercise in Art* is based on “Liberation,” a sculpture by David Barr. The work consists of separate objects or groups of objects scattered throughout the NCRC landscape.

An Exercise in Art includes an interactive map that will guide you through the tour that includes a brief narrative describing each sculpture along with photos. The interactive map is perfect for those that choose to bring their mobile device along for the tour.

Would you like to increase your activity level while completing An Exercise in Art? MHealthy has devised a way for people to appreciate “An Exercise in Art” while at the same time becoming more physically fit by putting together some simple [MHealthy Strength/Stretching Exercises PDF](#) that you can do at each sculpture to increase your fitness level.

We hope you enjoy this “Exercise in Art.”

Facilities

- Fire Alarm Testing
- NCRC Parking Structure Maintenance Top Level
- Portion of NCRC East Connector Road Closed
- New Video: U-M Preparedness - Severe Weather

Click here to view all NCRC Notifications & Updates

Events

- 4/30 - NCRC Site Orientation
- 5/1 - Swing into Spring: Product Showcase
- 5/7 - VA CCGR Partnerships in Implementation and Evaluation (PIE) Lab
- 5/13 - Collaborating Across Disciplines
- 5/20 - NCRC Site Orientation
- 5/29 - Produce Day

Announcements

NCRC Feedback
Questions or comments?
Please email:
ncrcfeedback@umich.edu

NCRC Quick Links
- Maps
- Notifications & Updates
- Flavors - Opus One
- Request Forms
- Welcome Kit
- Scientific Core Facilities
- Research
- Partnerships
- Amenities
Reminders

- Where to park your bicycle at NCRC
- Message from Sgt. Pat Alessi: Bicycle Security & Safety
- Grounds Preparation: Tree Replacement Program
- Your Efforts are Needed to Help Care for the Ducks and Geese
- Art Exhibition: Inspired by Science

Click here to view more Reminders